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Officers and Contact Information: 

 

President: Mr Roger Patterson                 

Chairman: Mr Tom Moore     

Hon. Treasurer: Mr Murray West  

Hon. Secretary: Mrs Sue Elliott          

Membership: Mr Gordon Allan 

Newsletter: Miss Caroline Drewett 

WISBOROUGH GREEN  

BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION 

DIARY OF EVENTS 
 

APIARY MEETINGS 

Saturday  13th June  

Saturday  4th July 

Wednesday 3rd June 

Wednesday 24th June 

 

Please continue to check email regularly for any amendments and ad-hoc meetings. 
 

EVENTS 

South of England Show - 11th - 13th June  (See advertisement on page 9) 

 

Cranleigh Show - Sunday 21st June (See item on page 4) 

 

 

VOLUNTEER NOW FOR THE  

WISBOROUGH GREEN APIARY EXTRACTION  

SEE PAGE 4 

 

 

To help reduce the carbon footprint, parking and traffic on the roads we ask members 

to share vehicles if possible when attending meetings.  

 
 

01403 790637 roger-patterson@btconnect.com 

01798 343470 stone.house@btinternet.com 

01798 867048 murray@mt-w.co.uk 

01403 752493 sj.elliott@ukgateway.net 

01798 343470 petworthgordon@btopenworld.com 

01798 343883 caroline.drewett@btinternet.com  

A DIVISION OF WEST SUSSEX BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION 

JUNE 2015 

Timings for Saturday meetings: 

Gather from 1.30 p.m. 

Notices at 1.50 p.m. – you need to have arrived by this time! 

Meeting ‘proper’ starts at 2.00 p.m. 

 

Wednesday meetings start promptly at 6.00pm! 
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Since the last PiP I have been as far away as Norfolk, the Isle of Man 

and North Wales.  All have different situations based on the climate 

and the level of teaching in the BKA.  I have no need to identify any-

one, but as always I found a great variation in the ability and knowl-

edge of beekeepers.  Very often those who have been keeping bees only 

a year or so are streets ahead of some who have kept them for 10-20 

years. 

 

What happens in a colony when it swarms and disease recognition are 

two common areas of weakness.  I don't know why, because these are what I call the "basics" that 

every beekeeper, even beginners, should know.  For some reason their significance isn't taught, 

when things that are less important are.  How can you attempt to prevent swarming or be able to 

spot notifiable diseases if you don't know much about them?  Do you know about them?  If not, 

then another reminder to look on the WG or Dave Cushman's websites. 

 

For some time I have been concerned about the quality of teaching (and learning) throughout the 

country, where often the simple factual things don't seem to be seen as important.  This may be 

because of an over-reliance on the web and Youtube.  When I speak to BBKA Basic Assessors 

they also find problems in these areas with many candidates. 

 

At one of the previously mentioned BKAs I was asked what swarm control method I used.  As I 

often do, I wanted to know how much the questioner knew, as you need to understand what swarm 

control methods are trying to achieve, so I asked them what happened in a colony when it was pre-

paring to swarm.  They told me the bees didn't like the old queen, so they built new queen cells.  

When they hatched, the new queens fought to the death and the swarm left with the old queen!  I 

asked the others if that was correct and they all agreed!  I then asked what the life cycle of the 

queen was and nobody could tell me.  This is not an isolated case. 

 

In North Wales I gave two 2-day courses on bee improvement to a total of 27 people who had 

come from a wide area, including Jersey and Dorset.  We had given an indication of the level of 

knowledge required, so they knew what to expect.  There were some very experienced beekeepers 

and a couple who were in their second season.  Both the latter were very knowledgeable and were-

n't out of place.  I had a chat with both of them and although from different regions, they were both 

taught by experienced practical beekeepers.  I think that is the key, otherwise you just get taught 

what the teacher has read. 

 

In the last 10-20 years there have been several things that have crept into beekeeping that are often 

unreliable.  They get "cut and pasted" from elsewhere and soon become "fact", whether they are 

correct or not.  I'm afraid I am guilty of recycling "information" in the past, but I have been caught 

out a number of times, so I have done some experiments myself and found different results.  We 

must remember we are dealing with a colony of insects, so things aren't black and white.  They are 

often not grey either!  What one colony does in response to your action may not be what another 

does.  A few months ago I wrote an article for BBKA News on "Beekeeping by Numbers" that 

covered some of this.  I got several emails agreeing with me. 

 

There are a number of things that you can easily check yourself by simple experiments using a   

 

Nell and friend 
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little knowledge and observation, but remember to do it several times with different colonies and 

at different times of the year.  I encourage beekeepers to challenge what they are told, as you can 

often find things aren't what you are told.  I set out a few examples below. 

 

1. Leaving two queen cells as often stated by books can result in a swarm with the first queen 

to emerge.  If one is dud the bees don't always recognise it for a few days, so you can be left 

with no viable queen. 

 

2. Swarm cells are supposed to be on the sides and bottom of combs and supersedure cells on 

the face.  They often are, but they can be anywhere.  If the colony is in the right condition 

and the weather good then bees will swarm on ALL kinds of Q/Cs, not just swarm cells. 

 

3. Like others, I used to think that eggs always tipped over in the base of the cell the older they 

got.  By checking at daily intervals on several occasions (including 2 colonies yesterday) af-

ter removing a queen, I found that although this is generally the case, some often stay verti-

cal to the point where it is unreliable. 

 

4. If you take a queen away from a colony there will probably be emergency cells built.  This 

means a colony may swarm with a queen from a queen cell you left.  

 

I have heard on a number of occasions that a certain number, usually quoted as 30%, of drones in a 

colony didn't emerge there.  I have to say I am more than a bit sceptical about this, so I want to 

mark drones in a couple of colonies to see what happens.  Please bring a marker pen, any colour 

except yellow, along to the next meeting and we can get some practice at marking.  We won't clip 

them though! 

 

In the past, oil seed rape has usually started and finished flowering at roughly the 

same time, but this year it has varied to the point where some fields are green, 

yet others only a short distance away are still bright yellow.  This gives a prob-

lem with extracting as there is a danger the honey that has been sealed some time 

may granulate.  

 

At the last Saturday meeting I gave a brief description of producing cut comb honey.  I forgot to 

mention I have written a page here http://www.dave-cushman.net/bee/cutcomb.html. 

 

Roger 
 

 

 

At the meeting on 23rd May, Roger announced that the apiary stock of smoker fuel is getting low 

and replenishments are required. 

 

If you can spare any suitable smoker fuel, such as hay or dry long grass, and 

touchwood, please bring it along to the next apiary meeting. 

 

Thank you. 
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The date is set  -  Saturday 13th June!  (Normal Apiary meeting will also be held) 

Anyone wishing to assist with the spring extraction please contact me and I will then be able to 

compile a list before the event.  There will people required on the day before to put on clearer 

boards; in the morning at Dounhurst to remove supers, all day at Petworth extracting and then to 

put the supers back on in the evening.  Come for an hour or two, or all day.  Tea and coffee will be 

provided.  (Might even stretch to a packet of Biscuits.)  Bring your own lunch. 

Contact Martin via email:  dunctonwoodhoney@gmail.com  or  mobile: 07966509424. 

 

Martin Hill 

 

WGBKA will once again be represented at the 

Annual Cranleigh Show on Sunday 21st June.  

Maggie has taken on the task of organising it this 

year, and arranging a group of volunteers to man 

the stand throughout the day.  This year those 

helping will include Roger, Tom, Gordon, Gra-

ham, Sue, Murray, Richard and myself.  Please 

mark this in your diaries and visit the show.  I’m 

sure our members will appreciate your support 

(and an ice-cream if it’s hot!).  

Ed. 

http://www.cranleighshow.co.uk 

 

I have been asked by a lady who lives in Greyfriars lane, Storrington if anyone would be interested 

in caring for two hives.  The owners have asked her because she said she knew I kept bees, how-

ever I'm too busy to do it.   

 

The owners work away from home a lot and need someone who is willing to care for their bees 

and maybe put a couple of their own hives on the land if they want.  The lady is waiting to get 

their email address so they can be contacted by interested persons, but they are away at the mo-

ment.  If any members are interested in the above, please let me know. 

 

Teresa Lee.   

leetl@tiscali.co.uk  

 

mailto:dunctonwoodhoney@gmail.com
http://www.cranleighshow.co.uk
mailto:leetl@tiscali.co.uk
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Brinsbury Show & Country Fayre – Sunday 17th May 

 

Chichester College has been holding its annual show and country fayre on its Brinsbury Campus 

for many years.  Several years ago we were asked to set up a stand and provide information on 

beekeeping.  This we were delighted to do and we have been invited back every year since. 

 

The show has grown year-on-year and this year was the biggest event yet.  The number of visitors 

has also increased steadily and with the sparkling weather we were blessed with this year visitor 

numbers were at an all time high. 

 

We again enjoyed an excellent site 

on the lawn outside Brinsbury 

House – so very different from the 

first year when we were tucked 

away in a very draughty corridor 

between the loos and the barbeque!  

This was the first outing for the 

new display material that the Asso-

ciation purchased recently - and 

very good it looked too!  The bees 

from the teaching apiary came too 

of course and as always were great 

favourites with the kids and adults 

alike. 

 

Honey sales were brisk throughout the day.  

We almost sold out even with at least two 

other stalls selling honey for less than we 

were!  We were promoting next year’s Be-

ginners’ Day and it generated a lot of interest 

– we can only hope it turns into bookings!  

Maggie, Caroline, Sue, Richard 
& Graham 
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Caroline Drewett shares the joys and frustrations of running an out-apiary. 

 

At the end of my last article I was over-due an inspection of my colonies.  The weather was unpre-

dictable but I had set aside the morning of 2nd May for an apiary visit; the Met Office were pre-

dicting a cool but dry day.  This day was also the date of our second apiary meeting of the season 

at Dounhurst.  The temperature during the morning was too low for opening hives, but the sun be-

gan to warm the air at lunchtime.  I rushed to Dounhurst to check the members on ‘tea duty’ had 

everything they needed; a quick word with Tom and then off to my apiary to take any necessary 

swarm prevention measures (hoping the poor weather had slowed the colonies and delayed poten-

tial swarms).  As I left Dounhurst with my fingers crossed, another member told me they had 

checked one of their colonies in the last few days and found two sealed queen cells and the origi-

nal queen still in the hive.  Obviously the poor weather had prevented a swarm (lucky beekeeper). 

 

It was still chilly but inspections had to be carried out; it was 12 days since two of the hives had 

been opened and 11 days since the third had been checked.  My queens are not clipped so I aim to 

inspect the colonies at seven day intervals. 

 

I start with the less active hive (‘Sweetpea’) as this is my favourite queen and I don’t want to lose 

her.  Apart from some drone brood in brace comb there is nothing requiring attention.  I do not 

usually have any problems finding my queens, but past experience tells me that when you NEED 

to find a queen that is the time you can’t find her; so I take the opportunity to mark this one now. 

 

Next to be inspected is ‘Buttercup’, on ‘Brood and a half’ and the smaller of the two remaining 

colonies to be inspected.  Brood on the same number of frames as when last inspected 12 days ago.  

Charged queen cups present.  I brought a poly nuc with me and remove the queen from the hive to 

this.  A diary note is made to return to check for queen cells the following week. 

 

The final hive to be opened is ‘Cowslip’, now on ‘brood and a half and a half’.  It is 11 days since 

the last inspection.  There’s a lot of bees, with nine frames of brood in the brood chamber and 17 

frames of brood across the two ‘halves’.  I notice a drone with deformed wings.  Looking for 

queen cells, I find one that looks to be not far from being sealed; and several queen cups with 

eggs.  I remove the queen cell.  I mark the queen.  The temperature has dropped further and I have 

to be somewhere else; and time is getting on.  I decide to close the hive and return on Monday, 

with the intention of removing the queen to a poly nuc as my chosen method of swarm prevention. 

 

The next day sees heavy rain and 20mph south westerly winds.  I watch the weather forecast, hop-

ing Monday will bring ‘beekeeping weather’.  Before I began beekeeping I didn’t worry what the 

weather was doing, but I have now become an avid weather watcher; the BBC weather page is my 

most visited website.  The Met Office is forecasting rain and strong winds for Tuesday and 

Wednesday with gusts reaching 50mph (this is Spring isn’t it?). 

 

Monday 4th May.  I need to inspect ‘Cowslip’.  The only opportunity I have is an hour at lunch-

time between jobs.  It’s a bit windy but not as bad as they say it’s going to be tomorrow.  You will 

recall that my plan is to remove the queen to a nuc to prevent swarming.  This proved to be unnec-

essary as I managed to accidently kill the queen.  This is the first time I have done this.  Well 

that’s one problem solved, she won’t be swarming now!  There is a nice looking swarm cell not 

yet sealed and this will probably be the one I select to keep; I will need to come back to check for  
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further queen cells and cut out all but this one.  The forecast is not good for the next couple of 

weeks, but hopefully there will be a warm dry spell before new queens start emerging ......... . 

 

Friday 7th May I go away for the weekend, so no beekeeping.  Monday 11th I’m working; Tues-

day 12th it’s raining; Wednesday is warm and sunny, but I’m working; Thursday is rain all day.  

Finally on Friday 15th the afternoon is warm and sunny and I manage to get to the apiary between 

finishing work and going out.  The temperature is already dropping and there isn’t much time, so I 

opt to check for queen cells in ‘Buttercup’ (on ‘brood and a half’).  I leave one sealed queen cell, 

after removing six from the brood chamber and eight from the ‘half’.  I close the hive, the last task 

being to place the super above the queen excluder.  I bend down to collect the roof and when I 

stand up I notice a nice new black queen walking across the crown board towards me.  Now where 

the **** did she come from?  One of the removed cells must have been resealed after she emerged 

and I had not spotted this when I cut the cell out.  I make a mental note that this is something  to 

check carefully in future.  I let her walk onto my hive tool then I take her to the hive entrance and 

in she goes.  But now I have a problem, as there is a sealed queen cell on frame five; I will have to 

open the hive again.  Straight to the brood chamber and the centre frames; I look for the queen 

first, she’s there and the bees are tending to her, so all ok.  I remove the sealed queen cell and close 

the hive for a second time.  But it’s still bugging me how she suddenly appeared on top of the 

crown board.   

 

Fortunately the next day, Saturday 16th, is warm and sunny with a moderate breeze so I cancel all 

other activities and go to the apiary.  I’m concerned ‘Cowslip’ may put out a swarm before I get 

there; it’s twelve days since I eliminated (sounds better than ‘killed’) the queen, and there was a 

queen cell waiting to be sealed then.  The first queen to emerge is bound to go out in a Cast, as 

there will be other queen cells. 

 

I arrive at the apiary and all seems well.  I can’t hear or see any bees in trees, so that’s a good start.  

I light the smoker ready to start.  But wait a minute, something’s happening.  I can hear bees, lots 

of them; I turn around and see increased activity by ‘Buttercup’.  I take a closer look, but not too 

close so as to disturb them.  It is now obvious that this activity is due to the new queen going out 

on one of her flights; the bees are returning.  The air is filled with bees; which on landing, cluster 

on the front of the hive and stay there for some time.  A great photo opportunity for the newsletter, 

but my photographer and his camera are elsewhere (shame).  Although interesting to watch, this 

delays me opening the other colonies as it’s not a good idea to stand too close to the hive in case 

you distract the returning queen. 

 

Once the bees have settled down, I commence inspecting the two colonies on today’s plan.  I look 

at ’Cowslip’ first.  As soon as I remove the supers I can hear a queen piping.  She is definitely in 

this top ’half’.  Two frames checked, then the third and I can really hear her now, she has to be on 

this frame; and there she is.  I find virgin queens that are piping easy to find as they stop on the 

comb to make the sound, so you just look for a bee that stops moving.   I put the frame back in the 

Hive.  No!  What a silly thing to do.  I run and get the poly nuc that should have been beside me if 

I hadn’t been distracted by the bees earlier.  Now I need to find her again and put her in the poly 

nuc so I know where she is; as I will need to shake the frames when looking for queen cells.  I can 

no longer see her in the top box, she must have gone down.  I gently place the top box on an up-

turned roof and cover with a spare crown board.  I go through the next box; I can hear her but still 

can’t see her.  This box is also placed on an upturned roof (I’ve now used all the roofs in the api-

ary).  I start to inspect the frames in the brood chamber.  Third frame in and there she is.  Does she 

look different to the queen I saw at the beginning?  You know what it’s like when you start doubt-

ing yourself...... .  The frame, with the virgin queen, is placed in the poly nuc for safe-keeping. 

 

Now the task of looking for and removing queen cells.  I cut out a total of 32 sealed cells (a few  
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swarm but the majority emergency).  I don’t require the cells for queen rearing and so drop each 

one into a box to the side of me.  Believe me, it gets a bit monotonous after a while.  Eventually, 

job done, I return the frame and queen to the brood chamber and close the hive.  ‘That’s them 

sorted’ I think.  I turn to collect the box containing the queen cells and there is a virgin queen 

walking around the box; and another; and another.  I grab two queen cages and a specimen pot 

(they come in handy) and put a queen in each.  (If a bird in the hand is worth two in a bush, what 

are three virgin queens in the hand worth?!)  Now what?!  I take them up to the cottage so Mary, 

whose garden I use as my apiary, can look at them while I telephone Tom. 

 

Tom isn’t aware of any members requiring queens at present, and Roger is away so he’s not 

around to ask.  Tom reminds me that providing there are no sealed queen cells in the hive, you can 

have several virgin queens and they will not swarm.  It’s up to me.  It seems a real shame but I de-

cide to put them in Mary’s freezer.  I return to the apiary to check the box.  There is fourth queen 

walking around and a fifth one cutting it’s way out of a cell.  Quick decision.  Firstly put the cell 

with the emerging queen on top of the hive roof (Mary will love to see this); persuade the other 

queen to walk onto the hive tool and then put her at the hive entrance to walk in; turn to pick up 

the cell with the queen still inside..... Stop!  Too late.  The newly emerged queen is walking along 

the edge of the hive roof.  So, persuade this queen onto the hive tool and transfer her to the landing 

board; watch as the worker bees greet her and usher her into the hive.  Check box.  No further 

queens.  Sigh of relief.  Take precaution of wrapping all other (emergency) cells in a piece of 

kitchen foil and place in Mary’s freezer.  In hindsight what I should have done while cutting out 

the emergency cells, was to ‘pull’ the queens from the swarm cells into the hive.  Lesson learnt. 

 

Six virgin queens emerging in the same hive on the same day.  Lucky I was there.  This is not a 

good example of swarm control.  It is however, an excellent example of what can happen if you 

fail to time your inspections correctly.  This is why Roger continually reminds us how important it 

is to know the lifecycle of the three casts and understand the swarming process; if you have gaps 

in your knowledge, read about it.  When you know and understand these fundamentals, reading 

your colony at each inspection and thinking about what signals the bees are giving you, will enable 

you to carryout timely swarm prevention.  You will also be able to remain calm, think things 

through, and determine the correct course of action when things don’t go to plan.  Some things are 

beyond our control, and the weather can play havoc with a beekeeper’s schedule; the important 

thing is to have a plan in the first instance; then to have a backup plan! 

 

By this time my hands and neck are aching from holding the frames, but there’s more beekeeping 

to do; I have to check the third hive (Sweetpea).  This colony hasn’t been checked for 13 days.  At 

that inspection there were no queen cells or cups.  The way things are going today, I bet I find 

some.  As predicted, they have started to raise queen cells.  I remove the queen to a second nuc 

and make a note to return in seven days, when I shall leave one sealed cell to emerge.  I quickly 

check the original nuc (queen still present and laying, building up nicely) and head home.  I’m all 

‘bee’d out’.  What an eventful afternoon that was. 

 

The next day, Sunday 17th, finds me at Brinsbury Country Fayre with Graham, Sue, Maggie, 

Richard and some Wisborough Green bees; doing what beekeepers like best  -  talking about bees.  

The most asked question of the day?.......  Why do bees swarm? .........  Hardly surprising, as it’s 

been the next hottest topic after the new Royal baby in this week’s papers and on TV and radio.  

When I wasn’t answering questions about swarming, I was pointing out the queen bee.  The best 

comment I heard all day was from a gentleman standing behind me as I was showing a little girl 

where the queen was.  He was telling his children ‘everything’ about bees and explaining that 

there was only one queen; and that they would know which bee it was because “the queen is the 

only orange bee” - yep, he knew all about bees!  I arrive home tired, but every time I close my 

eyes all I can see is a queen  -  of the bee variety. 
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The above was written on 17th May.  As the newsletter is ready for publication I write a brief up-

date from the apiary.   

 

I placed the queen from ‘Sweetpea’ in a nuc on Saturday 16th and diarised to return to check for 

sealed queen cells in the parent colony the following Saturday.  Although the week was mostly 

wet and windy, mother nature was kind and provided me with suitable beekeeping weather to 

complete this task on the designated day.  I selected the queen cell I wished to keep and cut out a 

further nine sealed cells.  Now this is how swarm control should be  -  in a calm and timely man-

ner!  All I have to do now is wait and see if the virgin queens successfully come into lay; then de-

cide what to do with the two nucs.   

 

As I write this, the field of Oilseed Rape nearest to my apiary has already turned green.  Time for 

extraction. I keep reminding myself that ‘beekeeping is fun’! 

 

At the last Dounhurst meeting I was asked what it was I recommended to remove pro-

polis from hands.  My fellow beekeeper had read my article in the July 2014 newsletter 

but could not remember what the stuff was called.  For any others who may have for-

gotten, it is ‘Clean & Clear Blackhead Clearing Cleanser’.  Simply apply to cotton 

wool and rub onto hands.  You can purchase it at most chemist shops (the men may 

prefer to ask the lady of the house to buy it).  

 

 

 

Caroline 
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE AT THE APIARY 
 

All available at apiary meetings (subject to stock), when ordered in advance. 
 
How to order 
As meetings can be hectic please email orders in advance to Tom on 

stone.house@btinternet.com so that they can be ready for you.  If you leave it until the day you 

must be prepared to wait until there is a convenient time to collate your goods, which may not be 

until the end of the meeting, or not until the next meeting! 

 

All prices are PER SINGLE ITEM unless stated otherwise and are correct at March 2015 for cur-

rent stocks.  We reserve the right to vary prices if there are changes from suppliers, but despite 

some increases we are holding all items below at the same price they have been for at least 5 years. 

A bargain! 

 

Frames  (unassembled)    all  60p 

DN1 for National and WBC brood chambers   SN1 for National and WBC supers 

 

Foundation for the above: 

Wired Brood   80p   (some available in drone base for culling/varroa control, or drone breeding) 

Wired Shallow  50p  please specify worker cell or drone cell.   

Un-wired Shallow (for cut comb)  40p 

 

Frame nails - small bag (approx 80 grams)  £1.00 or      full box (500 grams) £5.00 

 

Spacers to suit National hives: 

Castellated spacers (metal) in 9, 10 or 11 slot  £2.00/pair  

Narrow plastic ends 10p (20p/pair) 

 

Sundries: 

Hive tool, steel, yellow, British made   £8.50    

Hive strap, orange, 3 metres  £4.00 

 

Varroa Treatments: 

Available for August treatment, we will have standard treatments; prices to be announced 

 

 

Payment can be made in cash (easiest for us), or by cheque. 

Please make cheques payable to WSBKA Wisborough Green Division. 

Thanks to this month’s contributors.  If you have similar articles or beekeeping ex-

periences you would like to share, please supply articles and any photographs for 

the July edition no later than the 25th June.   
 

If you need any help submitting an article, please give me a call. 
Caroline 

 

mailto:stone.house@btinternet.com

